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A NOTE ON HAAR MEASURE1

HARRY F. DAVIS

We prove a direct sum theorem for Haar measure which is a

generalization, to arbitrary locally compact topological groups, of a

theorem for Lie groups due to Mostow [3]. It is well known that the

Haar integral on a compact group may be obtained by a simple

averaging process. On a vector group, the Haar integral is essentially

the Lebesgue integral. On a discrete group it is summation. Our

theorem asserts that the formation of a Haar integral on any locally

compact group must be a composite of these three processes. Hence

no locally compact group exists for which the Haar integral must be

constructed in an essentially more novel manner.

Theorem. Given any locally compact topological group G, there exists

a compact subgroup K, a subspace E which is homeomorphic to an n-

dimensional Euclidean space, and a discrete subset D, such that the

mapping 9(a, b, c) =abc is a homeomorphism of the Cartesian product

PXPXP with G, and carries the product measure moXmEXmn: over

to mo- Here mD is discrete measure in D, ms is Lebesgue measure in

E relative to suitable coordinates, mx is Haar measure in K, and ma

is left Haar measure in G. (Note that E need not be a subgroup.)

Received by the editors June 18, 1954.
1 The material in this paper constitutes part of a thesis submitted to the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology and prepared under the direction of Professor

Kenkichi Iwasawa.
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We first prove this theorem for a group G having a compact nor-

mal subgroup N such that G/N is a connected Lie group, making use

of the fact that Mostow has proved it for Lie groups. Then we use

the fact, proved by Yamabe, that any locally compact group has

an open subgroup with this property. We must first prove the fol-

lowing lemma, which was proved for connected groups by Iwasawa

[2, p. 545].

Lemma 1. Let G be a locally compact group and N a compact normal

subgroup of G. If Hi is a closed subgroup of G containing N and if

Hi/N is isomorphic with the reals, then there is contained in the con-

nected component of the identity of G a closed subgroup H also isomorphic

with the reals such that 77a = HN, HH\N = {e).

Proof. It suffices to prove the assertion for the case G = Hi. Let

G° be the connected component of the identity of G. The natural

homomorphism x of G onto G/N maps G° onto CN/N. Since N is

compact, G°N/N is topologically isomorphic with G"/(GT\N) (see

[4, p.  17]), so we have a natural homomorphism x' of G° onto

G°/(G°rw).
Since G° is connected and x is continuous, the image of G° under

x is a connected subgroup of G/N. Since G/N is isomorphic with the

reals, this image is either {e\ or a subgroup isomorphic with the

reals. The first of these possibilities gives G°/(Gor~\N) ~ {e}, implying

G°QN. Then G/N~(G/G°)/(N/G°) (see [4, p. 12]) and this is totally
disconnected because G/G° is. This contradicts the isomorphism of

G/N with the reals. So we can have only the second possibility, that

G°/(G°r\N) is isomorphic with the reals. In this case, Lemma 4.7 of

[2 ] applies directly to give the result since G° is connected.

Lemma 2. Let G be a locally compact group which has a compact nor-

mal subgroup N such that G/N is a connected Lie group. Then the asser-

tion of the theorem holds with D= {e}.

Proof. Theorem 1 of [3] implies that, given any connected Lie

group G', there exists a compact subgroup K' and a Euclidean sub-

space E' such that the mapping 0 of E'XK' onto G' defined by

B(a, b) =ab is a homeomorphism; also, E'= U{ U2 ■ ■ ■ Un' where the

Ul are isomorphic with the reals and this decomposition is topological

in the sense that the mapping 0(«i, u2, • • • , un)=UiU2 • - - un of

Ul X U2 X ■ • • X Un' onto E' is a homeomorphism. Moreover, given

any continuous function / which vanishes outside a compact set,

/f(x)dma>(x) =  (    dmB> I    f(ab)dmK>(b)
O' J B' J K'
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where wig- is Lebesgue measure relative to the coordinates <p~l and

wx- is Haar measure in K'.

Letting ir denote the natural homomorphism of G onto G/N, and

applying Lemma 1, we find subgroups Ui,U2, ■ • • , Un, each iso-

morphic with the reals, such that 7r_1(P/) = UtN, LVW= {e}. De-

noting tt-HP') by K, we have G= UiU2 • ■ ■ UnK where K/N = K',

UiC\K ={e},* = l,2, • • • ,n. Using arguments essentially like those

in [2], it is seen easily that this decomposition is topological; in par-

ticular, E=UiU2 ■ ■ ■ Un is homeomorphic via ir with P'.

Let / be any continuous function on G which vanishes outside a

compact set. By a theorem of Weil [4, p. 45],

/fdma =  I       dmG/N I  f(xn)dmN(n)
o J O/N J N

where Moin and mm are left Haar measures in G/N and N respec-

tively. Observing that JV/(xw)dmtf (w) is constant on cosets of N and

hence defines a function g(x) on G'=G/Ar which vanishes outside a

compact set, we apply Mostow's theorem to give

/fdma =   I    dmE-(a') J    g(a'b)dmK'(b).
a J s' J K'

Applying Weil's theorem again, this time to K, we have, for any a

inP,

Jf(ak)dmic(k) =   I    dniK' I  f(acn)dmN(n) =  I    g(a'b)dmK-(b)
K J K' J N J K'

where a' = 7ra. So if we carry ms' back to P via the inverse of the re-

striction of ir to E, we have a Lebesgue measure ms in P and can

write

/fdmG =   I  dmg(a) J  f(ak)dmK(k).
0 J b J k

We have proved this formula only for functions which are con-

tinuous and have compact support, but Ambrose shows in [l ] how

to extend such formulas to a wider class of functions and obtain the

asserted measure-theoretic fact when the Haar measures are taken to

be nontrivial left-invariant Baire measures. His direct sum theorem

is stated only for invariant subgroups, but nevertheless his proofs

carry over to our case with little modification.

Proof of Theorem. Yamabe showed in [5] that any locally com-

pact topological group contains an open subgroup G° and a compact
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normal subgroup NQG° such that G°/N is a connected Lie group.

Choose representing elements from the left cosets of G° in G to make

up a set D, so that G=DG°. Then D is discrete in the induced topol-

ogy and for integrable/,

/fdma = E    I    f(dx)dma'(x)
dED J a°

so the homeomorphism 6(d, x) =dx of DXG° onto G carries mnXma"

onto ma- This, together with Lemma 2, proves the theorem.

We remark in concluding that we can prove Mostow's theorem, in

the weakened form in which we used it here, more directly by apply-

ing methods due to Weil [4]. We intend to discuss this, together

with some applications of the theorem proved here to the theory of

group representations, in a later paper.
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